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1. **Computational level:** What is the task? What logic is used to solve it?

2. **Algorithmic level:** How is relevant information represented and manipulated to perform the task?

3. **Implementational level:** How does hardware implement the algorithms?
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Modeling the Hippocampus at Full Scale
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Modeling the Hippocampus at Full Scale
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Spatial coding of full-scale hippocampal simulation on Blue Waters

5 s physical time / 2048 BW nodes for 3 hrs
Nested parallel multi-objective optimization

https://github.com/neurosutras/nested
Realistic synaptic mechanisms compatible with full-scale simulations

Saturating AMPA-R + Facilitating NMDA-R

-- Blue Waters can simulate full-scale networks with unique synapses, but this is an inefficient use of resources
-- new synapse mechanism implementation combines biophysical realism with computational efficiency
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A scalable framework for generation, simulation, and analysis of full-scale neuronal network structure
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